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Abstract—Researchers regularly access and review large
amounts of literatures. In the previous work, we presented a
bookmarklet-triggered literature sharing system, which combines
bibliography functionalities along with DOI content negotiation
services. In this paper, we have made secondary development
work to integrate literature recommendation functionalit ies into
this system. We introduce a hybrid approach in parallel to
recommend related articles to researchers. First, we collect a
large amount of published and new articles using crawlers and
RSS listeners to address cold start issue. Second, we adopt
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as the topic model to category
literatures. For one kind of literatures related to researchers’
interest, we use collaborative filtering techniques to makefurther
analysis based on implicit user feedbacks in this system. Finally,
we take matrix factorization with Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) in parallel to compute the top-N recommendations per
user.

Index Terms—Literature recommendation; collaborative filter-
ing; topic model; matrix factorization; MapReduce

I. I NTRODUCTION

These days, many academic literatures are coming out
from a lot of conferences and journals. Modern researchers
have access to large archives of scientific literatures in the
publishing system. These archives are growing as new articles
placed online. Although this growth has allowed researchers
to quickly access more scientific information, it has also
made it more difficult for them to find articles relevant to
their interests [1]. Some new integrated systems provide a
simple way to broadly search for scholarly literature, such
as Google scholars, Microsoft Libra Academic, CiteSeer,
CrossRef search and DBLP. At one extreme, you can search
across many disciplines and sources from academic publishers.
However, these methods require researchers to spend their time
in searching articles, which is labor-intensive, and also do not
guarantee that they will find exact articles especially for the
beginners.

In order to reduce their workload, recommendation systems
for literatures are becoming increasingly popular. It is a
useful application for researchers to automatically detect their
research topics, and recommend related articles they mightbe
interested in based on collaborative recommendation algorithm
[2] [3] [4]. The larger the amount of recommendation systems
is, the more important this system is. One evaluation criterion
of this system is determined by user-friendly interpolation.

That is to say that this system will automatically push litera-
tures without too much workload.

In this paper, we aim to architect a novel recommendation
system, which differs from traditional recommendation sys-
tems. Researchers do not even enter or import the literaturelist,
since it only gathers user behaviors and activities on literatures
to make further recommendation, and pushes any new and
historical articles related to their current works. The researcher
is identified by the unique researcher ID, such as ORCID and
Scopus Author ID. This system will save researchers’ time to
search articles and increase the accuracy of finding articles for
beginners.

Among recommendation methods, content-based approach-
es analyze the content of items to identify related items [5]
[6], while collaborative filtering [7] [8] uses the aggregated be-
haviors of a large number of users to suggest relevant items to
specific user. Literature recommendation is a very significant
research area newly developed along with recommendation in
the area of e-commerce. On one hand, large-scale literatures
are as the input for the recommendation in the context of
literature recommendation. On the other hand, the sparsityof
implicit user feedbacks becomes more serious. Therefore, a
parallel recommendation approach becomes a pressing need.

In our paper, we introduce a hybrid approach to recommend
personalized literature. This method is implemented with
MapReduce [9] framework in parallel. On this basis, we design
and implement the literature recommendation system with
browser plugins. The contributions of this paper are several
folds. First, content-based and user-based recommendation
algorithms are combined together to address classification
and recommendation issues. Second, our collaborative rec-
ommendation approach is simple and scales well to very
large data sets with parallel framework. Third, implicit user
feedbacks are collected when researchers view or comment the
literature publisher pages using a lightweight browser plugin.
Compared with current recommendation systems, it is general
to heterogeneous publishers to enable behavior and activity
gathering in an unobtrusive way. Last, this approach works
inside a browser instead of entering the input interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the related work, and section III presents the
requirements of our personalized literature recommendation
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system in parallel. In section IV, the recommendation method
is presented in detail. Section V shows the user interface of
the prototype system. Brief conclusions are outlined in thelast
section.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Recommendation Methods

Recommendation approaches are mainly categorized in-
to content-based methods [5] [6], collaborative filtering [7]
[8], and hybrid methods [10] [11] in both academia and
industry. First, content-based recommendation systems recom-
mend items based on their characteristics as well as specific
preferences of a user. Collaborative filtering, on the other
hand, involves aggregated behavior/taste of massive users
to suggest relevant items to specific user. Applications of
collaborative filtering typically involve very large data set-
s. Recommendations generated by collaborative filtering are
based solely on the user-user and/or item-item similarities.
Recently, making use of matrix factorization [12] [13], a
kind of model-based approach, is known as most efficient
and accurate, especially after those approaches have won the
Netflix prize. Last category, hybrid approach, tries to combine
both content-based approach and collaborative filtering. Koren
suggested effectively combining rating information and user,
item profiles for more accurate recommendation [14].

B. Literature Recommendation Methods

With the propagation of academic conferences and journals,
and wide range of available literatures, it becomes more
difficult for researchers to easily locate resources. Indeed,
the number of scientific articles published in international
recognized peer-reviewed scientific and engineering journals
covered by the CrossRef is over 67 million in 2014. Hence
various attempts at using recommendation techniques to help
researchers locate suitable research materials.

Recommender systems have concentrated on recommending
media items such as movies and products, but recently they
are extending to academy. Most popular application is citation
recommendation. He et al. produced a successful recommen-
dation system by examining the relevance between segments in
a query manuscript and the representative segments extracted
from a document corpus [15]. Lee et al. proposed a personal-
ized academic research paper recommendation system, which
recommends related articles for each researcher [2].

C. Recommendation Systems in Parallel

MapReduce is a framework originally developed at Google
that allows easy large scale distributed computing across a
number of domains [9]. It scales well to many thousands of
nodes to handle big data. For recommendations where we have
to find similar literatures to a literature you are interested in,
we must calculate how similar pairs of items are. Besides the
computation, the correlation data will be sparse, because it is
unlikely that each pair of items will have some users who are
interested in them. Thus, we have a large and sparse dataset.
And we have also to deal with the temporal aspect since the

user interest in products changes with time, so we need the
correlation calculation done periodically so that the results are
up to date. For these reasons, the best way to handle with this
scenarion and problem is going after a divide and conquer
strategy, and MapReduce is a powerful framework to be used
to implement recommendation tasks.

Mahout’s item based collaborative filtering is a flexible
and easily implemented algorithm with a diverse range of
applications [16]. The minimalism of the primary input file’s
structure and availability of ancillary filtering controlscan
make sourcing required data and shaping a desired output
both efficient and straightforward. Mahout’s Alternating Least
Squares (ALS) recommender is a matrix factorization algorith-
m that uses ALS with Weighted-Lamda-Regularization (ALS-
WR) [17]. It factors the user-to-item matrixA into the user-to-
feature matrixU and the item-to-feature matrixM , which is
running in a parallel manner. It is shown empirically that the
performance of ALS-WR monotonically improves with both
the number of features and the number of iterations.

Unlike the much more extensively researched explicit rat-
ings, feedback is often in the implicit way, such as browsing
activity and user behavior. Some experts proposed treating
the data as indication of positive and negative preference
associated with vastly varying confidence levels. They identify
unique proper ties of implicit feedback data sets [18].

III. R EQUIREMENTS

We have the following requirements while designing the
personalized literature recommendation system.

• Computing of implicit user preferences: Except user
ratings, we use multi-dimensional implicit user feedbacks
as the reference, such as clicking count, commenting
count, and concern level.

• Acquiring user preference automatically: We want to ac-
quiring user feedbacks by providing gathering services in
the daily process of searching, viewing and commenting
literature publisher pages with user permission.

• Addressing cold start issue: The introduction of new users
or new literatures can cause the cold start problem, as
there will be insufficient data on these new entries for the
collaborative filtering to work accurately. In our solution,
we provide several ways to solve this problem, such
as acquiring user feedbacks by the browser plugin and
interest input in question & answer manner.

• Large-scale parallel computing: Due to large and sparse
data set, we have to handle with this problem after a
divide and conquer pattern in strategy.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY

A. Literature Source

First, we have made some efforts to develop literature acqui-
sition services. The class diagram of the crawler and RSS lis-
tener are shown in Figure 1. Crawler is categorized to capture
historical articles, andRSSExtractor andLatestParser are
categorized to capture latest published/online articles.
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Fig. 1. Class diagram of crawlers and RSS listeners.

• For the historical articles, we develop robotic crawlers
to parse literature web pages of different publishers. In
order to make crawlers more general, we design differ-
ent template-based parsers for different page styles. For
example, we provide Xplore template to parse literature
metadata in IEEE Xplore, provide ACM template to parse
literature metadata in ACM Digital Library, and provide
ScienceDirect template to parse literature metadata in
Elsevier database.

• For the new published or online articles, we develop RSS
listener to subscribe the alert service of latest articles,and
extract the metadata to save in our literature database.
For example, Inderscience publisher provides anonymous
RSS interface of latest articles to capture the changes of
literature database, and IEEE Xplore provides RSS alert
services to registered members.

B. Topic Acquisition

Next, we introduce a topic modeling approach to categorize
the literatures for further collaborative filtering. Topicmod-
eling algorithms have been widely used for tasks like corpus
exploration, content classification, and information retrieval.
They provide an interpretable low-dimensional representation
of the contents. As for literature recommendation, the contents
come from the metadata (title, keyword and abstract) of the
literature. Thus, we will exploit the discovered topic structure
for recommendation. We introduce a topic modeling algorithm
to find a set of topics from a large collection of literatures,
where a topic is a distribution over terms under a single theme.

We adopt Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [19] as the
topic model. Assume there areK topics, denoted as matrixβ,
each of which is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. The
generative process of LDA is as follows. For each articleaj
in the literatures,

1) Draw topic proportionsθj ≈ Dirichlet(α).
2) For each wordn, draw topic assignmentzjn ≈ Mult(θj),

and draw wordajn ≈ Mult(βzjn ).

This process reveals how the words of each literature are as-
sumed to come from a mixture of topics: the topic proportions
are content specific, but the set of topics is shared. Given a

collection of literatures, the posterior distribution of the topics
reveals theKtopics that likely generated its literature contents.
Unlike a clustering model, where each literature is assigned to
one cluster, LDA allows literatures to exhibit multiple topics.
Given a corpus of literatures, we can use variational EM [20]
to learn the topics and decompose the literatures. Further,
given a new literature, we use variational inference to situate
its content in terms of the topics. Our goal is to use topic
modeling to give a content-based representation of items in
a recommendation system. The output of topic acquisition is
several topics of literatures, which are also considered astags
of each literature. Next, we category the literatures by the
topics.

C. Implicit User Feedback Acquisition

First, we have made some efforts to develop a Chrome
browser plugin to record user behaviors on viewing litera-
ture. All the literature release pages in the publishers that
researchers access are firstly recorded by this plugin in the
client, and then the literature metadata and concrete behaviors
are sent to the server for further analysis with user permission.
Clicking count, commenting count, remarking count are all
considered as implicit user feedbacks, and concern level and
concrete rating are all considered as explicit user ratings.

In our previous work [21], we design a bookmarklet-
triggered literature sharing system. In this paper, we havedone
secondary development work to capture user behaviors using
this browser independent tool. For instance, when someone
cites, comments or remarks on the literature, we quantize this
behavior as a kind of generalized user feedbacks.

Figure 2 shows the user interface of our bookmarklet-
triggered literature sharing system. By this tool, we can gather
implicit user feedbacks of literature that they are interested
in. First, the DOI is extracted in the literature web page of
the publisher, and then the metadata is extracted using DOI
content negotiation service [22]. Next, some feedbacks such
as commenting and sharing behaviors are recorded for further
analysis.

Next, user preferences are calculated in the server. We
reserve special indexing letters for distinguishing usersfrom
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Fig. 2. Bookmarklet-triggered literature sharing system.

literatures: for useru, v, and for literaturei, j. The input
data associate users and literatures throughru,i values, which
we henceforth call observations. Considering different aspect-
s that affect user preferences,ru,i =

∑n

k=1
(λk × rk,u,i),

whererk,u,i means observations in the aspectk. For implicit
feedbacks, those values would indicate observations for user
behaviors. For example,ra,u,i indicates the number of times,
where aspecta is that useru visited literaturei; rb,u,i indicates
the time, where aspectb is that useru spent on web page
of literature i. In our literature recommendation case,ru,i
indicates how many timesu clicking, commenting, citing or
remarking the web page of literaturei, or the co-authorship
with literaturei.

Next, we formalize the notion of confidence which theru,i
variables measure. We introduce a set of variables,pu,i, which
measure user preference (useru to literaturei). A plausible
choice for pu,i would be pu,i = 1 + α × ru,i. The rate of
increase of user preferencepu,i is controlled by the constant
α.

D. Matrix Factorization with Alternating Least Squares in
Parallel

We introduce a matrix factorization algorithm that uses
Alternating Least Squares with Weighted Lamda Regulariza-
tion (ALS-WR) [23]. It factors the researcher to literature
matrix A into the researcher-to-feature matrixU and the
literature-to-feature matrixM , denoted asA = U ×M . This
recommendation algorithm is used to recommend literatures
to researchers in a parallel manner. Unlike the user or item
based recommenders that computes the similarity of users
or items to make recommendations, this algorithm uncovers
the latent factors that explain the observed user to literature
ratings and tries to find optimal factor weights to minimize
the least squares between predicted and actual ratings. This
recommendation algorithm takespu,i as user preferences by
literature i and generates an output of recommending items
for a useru. The input of user preference is implicit feedback
computed in the last section. Compared user or item based
collaborative filtering, the strength of this algorithm is its
ability to handle large sparse data sets and its better prediction
performance. It could also gives an intuitive rationale of
the factors that influence recommendations. We have made
a MapReduce implementation of this algorithm, which is
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composed of two jobs: a parallel matrix factorization job and
a recommendation job.

1) Parallel Matrix Factorization: The matrix factorization
(MF) job computes the user-to-feature matrixU and literature-
to-feature matrixM given implicit user to literature feedbacks.
The input is a set of researcher to literature preference data:
researcherID, literatureID and preference. We use the implicit
feedbackpu,i as the preference. It outputs the matrices in
sequence file format. The authentication of the researcher is
determined by the unique researcher ID, such as ORCID and
Scopus Author ID.

To use matrix factorization, we must compute the latent
representations of the users and literatures given an observed
matrix of feedbacks. The common approach is to minimize
the regularized squared error loss with respect toU andM ,
min(

∑
(ri,j − ui×mj)

2 +λu||ui||
2 +λm||mj ||

2), whereλu

andλm are regularization parameters.
We parallelize this algorithm by parallelizing the updates

of U and of M with MapReduce. The function is called
parallelMF , which is divided into three MapReduce jobs:
itemRatings Job (computingM ), userRatings Job (com-
putingU ), andaverageRatings Job.

Before running the algorithm, dimension of feature space,
the number of iterations to run the MF algorithm, and a
confidence parameter are determined. Using10 features and
15 iterations is a reasonable default.

2) Make Recommendations:Based on the output feature
matrices, we could make recommendations for researchers.
The recommendation job uses the researcher feature matrix
and literature feature matrix calculated from the factorization
job to compute the top-N recommendations per user. It out-
puts a list of recommended literature ids for each user. The
predicted rating between user and literature is a dot product
of the researcher’s feature vector and the literature’s feature
vector.

V. EVALUATION

Our literature recommendation prototype system provides
simple Graphical User Interface (GUI), which is shown in
Figure 3. It requires researcher ID (ORCID or Scopus Author
ID) and the number of literatures the user wants to be rec-
ommended. The user feedbacks are collected by the browser
plugins. After the computation of topic modeling and matrix
factorization with MapReduce, top-N literatures are displayed
in the interface.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Literature recommendation involves two aspects: content-
based methods and collaborative filtering. However, existing
solutions do not properly address the cold start and big data
bottleneck issue. The main focus of this article is to com-
bine item-based and user-based recommendation to propose
a hybrid parallel approach. This system firstly gathers the
published articles of different publishers to form the initial
literature database, and listens different RSS sources andalerts
to supplement the literature database. Next, We adopt hybrid

Fig. 3. Literature recommendation prototype system.

topic modeling and matrix factorization to compute the top-
N recommendations per user. Finally, we recommend these
results to the researchers.
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